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We have a passion for
healthy sitting.

Ask your qualiﬁed specialist dealer which manufacturer is an authority in healthy
sitting, and you’re sure to hear the name MOIZI. And not without reason:

Peter
Moizi

Since 1994, we have been manufacturing chairs that
promote your health. Taking our inspiration from designer
Peter MOIZI’s original ideas, we have dedicated ourselves
to dynamic seating and have gained a high level of expertise in this ﬁeld. Our innovative ideas are centred on incorporating movement and dynamics into sitting, an otherwise very static, immobile posture.

Our designers skilfully combine optimal ergonomics and contemporary, attractive
design. MOIZI chairs are suitable for almost every aspect of daily life.
Here at our location in Brakel in the Weser Uplands of Germany’s Westphalia region,
we plan, design and manufacture our chairs to the highest standards of quality. We
use moulded beechwood from local sustainable sources, and we also pay particular
attention to environmental compatibility when it comes to upholstery foam,
textiles and leather.
We believe that chairs should be designed in such a way as to enable movement
while sitting which, in turn, promotes comfort and health – and we put all our
experience and expertise into creating precisely that. The ﬂexibility of MOIZI chairs,
effected by various light body movements, supports natural sitting motions.
The result – an extraordinarily relaxed, comfortable sitting experience. You won’t
want to sit on any other chair again.
Stay in motion, stay healthy! Then we’ve done our job well.
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Healthy sitting is dynamic sitting:
The MOIZI motion
Active sitting position
• Relief of pressure on the spine
and the internal organs
• Improved breathing

Our bodies are not made for sitting. Nature
designed our bodies with movement in mind,
and yet we spend up to 85% of our waking hours
sitting! We all know the result – back problems
are among the most common ailments.
We really can’t avoid sitting whilst studying,
working or during our free time. What we can do,
however, is change the way we sit.

Sitting still?
Movement is natural!
Your body knows what’s good for it. We see that in our
children every day. However, when we tell them to sit still
or when we scold them for tipping their chair, we are, in
fact, teaching them to sit wrongly because there’s nothing
better we can do for our backs when sitting than staying
in motion.

And we can tell you how!
Active, dynamic sitting involves frequently altering our
sitting position, thus encouraging the mobilisation of the
musculoskeletal system. Even the subtlest changes of
posture help, such as a shift of weight, a tensing of muscles,
even breathing. The alternation between tensing and
relaxing trains the back muscles and stimulates circulation.
Due to the constant movement, the intervertebral discs
are supplied with the necessary nutrients. Your breathing
deepens, you relax and you can concentrate much longer
on whatever you’re doing.
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Passive sitting position
• Relaxed reclining position
• The spine is supported

Back and forth
– keep moving.
If you work a lot at a desk, then a frequent change of sitting position is
particularly recommended. Our chairs promote precisely that. In the
active sitting position, the seat is tipped forward. This results in an automatic straightening up of the upper body and the pelvis tips slightly forward.
This creates an open angle between your torso and thighs which, in turn,
relieves pressure on the spine and internal organs and improves breathing.
In order to change to the passive sitting position, all you have to do is
relaxedly lean back. Your MOIZI chair has an ergonomically shaped
backrest with an integrated lumbar support which helps retain the
natural ‘S’ shape of the spine.
Incidentally, the ‘S’ shape of the spine doesn’t develop in children
until around the age of 12. Chairs with lumbar supports are, therefore, not suitable for children under the age of 12. For this reason,
our chairs for children and teenagers have a straight backrest.
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Furniture for children
and teenagers

My place!
MOIZI 6 | 7 | 10 | 17
No more scoldings for tipping your chair
with the MOIZI 6! Not only is tipping it fun, it
ensures an ergonomically correct sitting
position with a straight spine, and it trains
your muscles at the same time. The softly
shaped runners facilitate relaxing rocking
movements, and built-in absorbers allow
for gentle sideways motions. A cushioning
system protects the spine when sitting
down. The depth and height of the seat
are multi-adjustable, as is the height of the
backrest.
Easily adjustable to a height of between 53
and 83 cm, the MOIZI 17 desk rises to every
occasion. The desktop can be positioned at
various angles and the retractable raised
lip ensures that nothing slips off the desk,
even when it’s tilted. The desk has plenty of
additional storage space and, with an extra
module, this children’s desk can be transformed into a PC workstation.

MOIZI 6
Seat height from
39 to 49 cm

MOIZI 7
Seat height from
45 to 55.5 cm

MOIZI 17
A desk that grows
with your child

This desk and chair grow with your child and
his or her needs, and is sure to become a
favourite piece of furniture.

MOIZI 10
The mobile drawer unit keeps
everything well organised

Functions

MOIZI 6,7+17
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Motion and
dining chairs

Stay loose
MOIZI 4
As active and dynamic as the person who
sits on it. The MOIZI 4 rocker chair – for
a feeling of real freedom. The runners
are tip-resistant and the armrests are set
well back so that you have freedom of
movement as you work. The rhythmic rocking
motion causes the back muscles to alternately tense and relax which, in turn, exercises
and relieves strain on the spine. A built-in
lumbar support offers additional stability.
Forget tension – relaxation is the order of
the day!
MOIZI 4
Height-adjustable
seat and backrest

And teenage growth spurts? – No problem
for the MOIZI 4. The seat and backrest have
independent multiple height settings.

Functions
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Motion and
dining chairs

The best of friends
MOIZI 11 | 12 | 19
Quincy has a lovely spotted coat and he
never sits still. He moves forward, sits up,
turns to the left or the right, leans back
relaxedly or has a good stretch.

MOIZI 11
Standard version
with armrests

His owner has lots of fun toys and she does
just the same. No wonder the two of them
get along so well and are both so ﬁt and full
of energy.
Depending on your sitting position, the body
experiences varying states of stress and
relaxation. The MOIZI 11 encourages this
healthy interplay of tension and relaxation
which, in turn, relieves strain on the back
and prevents stiffness. The typical swinging
movement of the seat and backrest can
be individually adjusted to suit the user’s
height and weight, as can the various height
settings.

MOIZI 12
Model with rollers

That keeps you moving – and keeps you
healthy.

MOIZI 19
Suitable for dining and
conference tables

Functions

MOIZI 11
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Motion and
dining chairs

Finest seating culture
MOIZI 22
Fully upholstered,
wooden-framed
high-backed chair

MOIZI 22 | 23 | 24

MOIZI 23
Wooden-framed
cantilever chair

MOIZI 24
Metal-framed
cantilever chair

Lengthy, sophisticated dinner parties or long,
tedious meetings – you’ll actually enjoy
sitting for hours on these timelessly elegant
cantilever chairs. But you won’t be sitting
alone for long. The MOIZI 24 is the perfect
complement to contemporary dining and
conference tables. A subtle movement of the
body is enough to effect a smooth transition
f ro m o n e sit ti n g p ositio n to a n oth er.
The seat-depth suspension provides a ‘soft
landing’ when sitting down. A subtle lateral
movement of the seat enhances comfort
even further.
The contoured, angled front runners aid the
transition from an active sitting position in
which the upper body is tilted forward, to
a relaxed sitting position in which the body
gently rocks as it reclines.
A unique combination of elegant design,
ergonomic beneﬁt and supreme comfort.

MOIZI 24
Fully upholstered,
metal-framed
high-backed chair

Functions

MOIZI 23+24
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Motion and
dining chairs

Looks good, feels good
MOIZI 29
We don’t know what kind of clothes you’ll
be wearing, but, with the MOIZI 29, we
guarantee you’ll stay looking good and
feeling good, even if the meeting goes on
longer than planned.

MOIZI 29 b
Versatile communication
chair, stackable

The swinging movement of both the seat
and backrest promote concentration and
keep your mind alert. Even during intense
discussions and talks, your attention remains
focused over a longer period of time than if
you were sitting on a conventional chair.
An added plus is the wide range of design
variations. Chair frames and armrests are
available with powder coating and shiny
chrome-plated ﬁnish. We offer the choice of
different leathers, textiles and colours leaves
nothing to be desired.

Functions

MOIZI 29
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Motion and
dining chairs

Your favourite place
MOIZI 40
Fully upholstered

MOIZI 40
The place where your entire family loves
spending time: a wonderful dining room
with elegant Moizi 40 chairs. No one will
be able to resist spending time here. All the
better, then, that they can sit comfortably
MOIZI 40
With upholstered seat and flexibly on these chairs. The Moizi 40
enables ﬁnely balanced sitting movements.
The unique feel of these chairs is the result
of a patented technology especially developed by Moizi. The seat shell appears to ﬂoat
above the ﬁnely curved chair legs. The Moizi
40 is offered in three different heights, making it suitable for people of all heights.
This modern chair will suit any dining or living room perfectly. Leather and material upholstery in cheerful colours are teamed with
ﬁne woods, giving rise to a range of elegant
and individual combinations.

MOIZI 40
Fully upholstered with armrests

MOIZI 40
With armrests and
upholstered seat

It’s as if it were tailor-made for your home:
a favourite space for your favourite people.

Functions

MOIZI 40
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Lively elegance.
Sophisticated enjoyment.
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Available as a cantilever chair or with four legs: Moizi
chairs appeal because of their elegance – whether when
eating with friends or playing games in the evening.
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Relaxation chairs

Pure relaxation
MOIZI 9 | 31

MOIZI 9
Full-adjustable sitting position
(manual)

MOIZI 31
Full-adjustable sitting position
(electric)

Experience the luxury of pure, unadulterated
relaxation. You can adjust your MOIZI 31 to
your own favourite position at the touch of
a button. The headrest relieves pressure
from your cervical spine and the footrest
can be altered to various positions. Simply
adjust both to the position most comfortable
for you.
You can adjust and lock your reclining
position by means of a cordless electric
motor. A comfortable midway position is
ideal for reading. The reclining setting enables
you to tilt back to the relaxing ‘heart-balance
position’ in which your feet are higher than
your heart. An immediate sense of harmonic
relief and relaxation are the result. And the
tilting action makes getting out of the chair
considerably easier.
The perfect chair to while away pleasant
hours in complete comfort.

Functions
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Relaxation chairs

It’s swingtime!
MOIZI 13 | 14
It won’t just be the baton that’ll be swinging
– you’ll be swinging too! The swinging seat
and backrest of your MOIZI 14 follow you
every movement, which is not only incredibly
relaxing, but also stimulates your muscles.
You can, if you prefer, lock the chair’s position with a ﬁxation lever.

MOIZI 13
Solid base plate,
standard upholstery
Now with
ﬂexible head
support

Whichever you choose, the ergonomically
shaped seat ensures an optimum sitting
angle. The chair retains and supports the
natural shape of the spine, transforming your
own private swing session into an active,
stimulating experience for body and soul.

MOIZI 14
Open base plate,
comfort upholstery

Functions
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Dynamic workplace

Ofﬁce partner
MOIZI 18
Sitting at a desk for hours at a time is the
main cause of back tension. The MOIZI 18,
therefore, comes as a real blessing for all
desk-bound workers. There’s simply nothing
better you can do to keep your back healthy
and your mind alert at work.

MOIZI 18
Motion chair, optional
armrests, high backrest and
wood-clad star base

The seat and backrest of the pivotable
motion chair have an individually adjustable
swing movement. This means that the
chair follows the body’s natural need for
movement and promotes dynamic sitting.
The continual change of posture strengthens
the muscles of the abdomen and back,
stimulates circulation, improves breathing
and gives rise to welcome moments of
relaxation.
The height is fully adjustable by means of a
pneumatic spring; the backrest can also be
adjusted to various heights and the swing
movement can be set at different levels.

Functions
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Dynamic workplace

Well-deserved top marks
MOIZI 21
Still relaxed and wide awake at the end of
a long day correcting 30 maths tests? Top
marks go to the MOIZI 21. With its spring and
buffer mechanism, it encourages its user
to frequently and intuitively change sitting
position which, in turn, has a positive effect
on the muscles, spine and intervertebral discs.
The continual, body-synchronous sequence
of movements promotes concentration – a
great beneﬁt, not only when you have a pile
of correcting to do!
The ergonomically shaped backrest cushion
is fully height adjustable. The seat height
can be altered by means of a pneumatic
spring. The height of the armrests can be
varied using a push-button, and the distance
between the armrests can also be modiﬁed.
In this comfortable working chair you’ll
immediately feel as though you’re in good
hands.

Functions
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MOIZI 21
Pivotal ofﬁce chair,
optional armrests
and wood-clad
star base
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Dynamic workplace

The perfect all-rounder
MOIZI 33
With cushioned
backrest

MOIZI 33 | 34 | 35 | 36
Looks good and has what it takes. With its
clear-cut, contemporary design, the MOIZI 33
is ideally suited to a modern environment.
And not only that – the ergonomically
constructed chair is also equipped with
a special 3D-motion mechanism. That means
that your body is continually moving –
similar to on a sitting ball. This movement can
be adjusted to suit the user’s individual needs.
Furthermore, the chair has a 360° swivel
action bringing invaluable movement into
your daily ofﬁce life!

MOIZI 34
Elegantly shaped
wooden backrest

The upholstery makes it particularly comfortable, as does the fully adjustable height
mechanism which is controlled by means
of pneumatic springs set at two different
levels.

MOIZI 35
Stool on
rollers

This chair will have yo u fo cused and
bursting with creativity, even on the most
chaotic days.

MOIZI 36
With fully cushioned
backrest and armrests

Functions

MOIZI 33,34,35
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Dynamic workplace

Standing room only
MOIZI 16 | 20 | 25 | 28
The MOIZI 16 and it s companions the
MOIZI 20 and 28 will stand by you through
thick and thin. Standing supports are perfect
for those people with physically demanding
occupations. They offer support in jobs that
involve alternate sitting and standing and
help to revive body and mind. Their ﬂexible
construction means that they promote a
natural sitting position. They don’t take up
much space, offer plenty of room for movement and they encourage a dynamic, backfriendly sitting position. The slip-resistant
base plate facilitates an open sitting angle as
well as continual movement in all directions.

MOIZI 25
Height-adjustable
standing desk
MOIZI 16
Standing
support
with a stool
seat

MOIZI 28
Standing
support with
a saddle seat

The MOIZI 25 standing desk is the perfect
addition. The worktop can be tilted both
vertically and horizontally and the desk
incorporates a surface area large enough and
stable enough to accommodate a computer
screen. There is also a comfortable footrest.
Equipped with pneumatic springs, MOIZI
standing supports and the standing desk are
fully adjustable to any height.

Functions
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MOIZI 20
Standing
support with
a round seat
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Product overview
Furniture for children and teenagers

MOIZI 6
Material

MOIZI 7

Motion and
dining chairs

MOIZI 10

MOIZI 17

MOIZI 4

beech laminate

beech laminate

beech plywood

beech plywood

beech laminate

•|•|•

• | • |•

• | • |-

• | • |-

• | • |•

Exterior ﬁ nishes
transparent varnish | oiled and waxed | stained

Dimensions (in cm)
Width

48

48

40

118

50

Height

max 90

max 100

49

53–83

max 90

61

67

54

71

65

42.5

44

-

-

45

1

-

-

42–54

1

38.5–42

-

-

44

•|•

2

- | -

- | -

- | -

- | -

- | -

•

| -

- | - | -

- | - | -

Depth
Seat width
Seat height
Seat depth

39–49

1

33.5–40

45–55.5
1

Designs and variations
Backrest: wood | upholstered
Spring mechanism: soft | standard
Seat height: small | standard | high

Optional

•|•
- | - |

•

1. felt strips

| -

- |

1. felt strips

-

- | - |

•|-

1. felt strips

2. side desk

2. high backrest

3. drawer
4. easel

32

•

1. rear shelf

extension

1 fully adjustable
2 without ﬁ nger hole
3 multi-adjustable
5 E1 beech heartwood option not available
6 grey powder-coated frame as standard
7 incremental sizes available on request

- |

MOIZI 11

MOIZI 12

MOIZI 19

MOIZI 22

MOIZI 23

MOIZI 24

MOIZI 29 b

MOIZI 40

beech laminate

beech laminate

beech laminate

beech laminate

beech laminate

beech laminate
metal

beech laminate
metal

beech laminate

• | • |•

• | • |•

• | • |•

• | • |•

• | • |•

• | • |•

• | • |•

• | • |•

44.5

44,5

47.5

47.5

45

50

54

49

max 93.5

max 93.5

max 90

99

92

94

86

max 95
57

56

65

58

63

59

57

54

44

44

44

44.5

44.5

47

42

47

43.5–52.5

43.5–52.5

49

51

49

48.5

45

47 | 48.5 | 507

44

44

44

45

46

45

42

45

•
•|•
- | • | -

•
•|•
- | • | -

•
•|•
- | • | -

•|-

•|•

•|•

•|•

- |

- |

- |

- |

•

- | - |

•

| -

- | - |

•

| -

- | - |

•

| -

- | -

- | -

•

• •|•

- |

1. high backrest

1. high backrest

1. high backrest

1. armrests

1. armrests

1. armrests

2. armrests

2. armrests

2. armrests

2. felt strips

2. real wood

2. real wood veneer 2. felt pads
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3. padded arm

3. padded arm

3. padded arm

veneer

supports

supports

supports

3. felt strips

4. rollers for hard
ﬂoors (standard:
rollers for soft
ﬂoors)

| -

1. armrests

|

1. armrests
2. fully upholstered

3. fully upholstered 3. chromium-plated 3. real wood veneer
4. felt strips

frame6
4. beech-laminate
frame6

Product overview
Relaxation chairs

Material

Dynamic workplace

MOIZI 9

MOIZI 31

MOIZI 13

MOIZI 14

MOIZI 18

MOIZI 21

beech laminate

beech laminate

beech laminate

beech laminate

beech laminate

beech laminate

•|•|•

•|•|•

•|•|•

•|•|•

•|•|•

•|•|•

Exterior ﬁ nishes
transparent varnish | oiled a. waxed | stained

Dimensions (in cm)
Width

74.5

76

74

74

65

72

Height

max 112

max 111

124

120

max 92

max 106

Depth

max 156

max 152

110

110

65

72

Seat width

54

55

51

50

44

45.5

Seat height

40.5

42

47 (434)

45 (404)

52.5–61.5

47–58

Seat depth

51.5

49

50

50

44

50

•
- | •
- | • | -

•
- | •
- | • | -

•
- | •
•|•|-

•
- | •
•|•|-

•
•|•
- | • | -

•
- | •
- | • | -

Designs and variations
Backrest: wood | upholstered
Spring mechanism: soft | standard
Seat height: small | standard | high

Optional

- |

1. additional table
glas | wood

- |

1. real wood
veneer5

- |

1. Schukra lumbar

- |

1. Schukra lumbar

support

support

2. comfort

2. comfort

upholstery
3. foot stool
small | standard

upholstery
3. foot stool
small | standard

- |

1. high backrest

1. armrests

2. armrests

2. wood-clad star

3. padded arm
supports
4. wood-clad star
base
5. rollers for hard

3. seat height
adapter + 6 cm
4. rollers for hard
ﬂoors (standard:
rollers for soft

rollers for soft

ﬂoors)

ﬂoors)

34

base

ﬂoors (standard:

6. glides

1 fully adjustable
2 without ﬁ nger hole
3 multi-adjustable
4 seat height small
5 E1 beech heartwood option not available

- |

MOIZI 33

MOIZI 34

MOIZI 35

MOIZI 36

MOIZI 16

MOIZI 20

MOIZI 25

MOIZI 28

beech laminate
aluminium

beech laminate
aluminium

beech laminate
aluminium

beech laminate
aluminium

beech laminate

beech laminate

beech plywood
beech laminate

beech laminate

•|•|•

•|•|•

- | - | -

•|•|•

•|•|•

- | - | -

•|•|•

•|•|•

66

66

66

70

45

33

58.5

40

max106 (964)

max 103 (934)

max 66 (564)

max 109 (994)

max 82 (64.54)

max 54 | 69 | 83

77.5–122

max 82 (68.54)

66

66

66

70

36

33

max 70

36

47

47

47

46

35

33

-

35

4

4

4

4

4

52–66 (47–56 )

52–66 (47–56 )

52–66 (47–56 )

51–67 (46–55 )

55–80 (48–66.5 )

42–54 | 50–69 | 58–83

-

55.5–81 | 49.5–67.5

43

44

47

44

31

33

-

31

•|•
- | •
•|•|-

•|- | •
•|•|-

- | -

•|•
- | •
•|•|-

- | -

- | -

- | -

- | -

- | -

- | -

- | -

• • •

- | - | -

•|•|-

1. rollers for hard

1. rollers for hard

- |

• •
|

•
| -

1. rollers for hard

1. armrests
2. rollers for hard

ﬂoors (standard:

ﬂoors (standard:

ﬂoors (standard:

rollers for soft

rollers for soft

rollers for soft

ﬂoors (standard:
rollers for soft

ﬂoors)

ﬂoors)

ﬂoors)

2. glides

2. glides

2. glides

ﬂoors)
3. glides

- | -

• •
|

| -

1. wooden column

|

|

-

1. height adapter
+ 10 cm

1. wooden column

Natural beech

Wood-stain colours

varnished oiled and
waxed

B1 maple

B2 pear

B3 cherry

B4 dark walnut

B5 mahogany

B6 black

B7 walnut

E3 sand oak

E4 core ash

Please refer to the overview guide.

Real wood veneers

E1 beech

E2 walnut

heartwood

Textiles and leather
All our textiles and leathers are available in a variety of colours and
qualities. The textile and leather samples shown here represent only a
small selection of our total range. Your local MOIZI dealer will be happy
to show you original samples.

Synthetic ﬁbre

Pure wool

Semi-aniline
leather

Aniline leather

Fulled fabric

Microﬁbre

We must point out that, for print-technical reasons, the colours represented here may
deviate from the original colours and serve only as a guideline.

Materials
Wood
All MOIZI furniture is made of beech wood. Beech trees, from local,
ecologically sustainable forests near our plant here in the beautiful Weser Uplands, provide us with our raw material.
MOIZI furniture is available with a transparent varnish or oiled and waxed.
Most of our models are available in a variety of wood stains, and some are
available with real wood veneer ﬁnishes.
Our wood suppliers are PEFC-certiﬁed. Protecting our forests means we are actively protecting our environment: PEFC works towards preserving our forests
and maintaining their ecological balance. Companies that are PEFC-certiﬁed are
committed to preserving the environment and interacting responsibly with the
essential raw material that is wood.
More information about sustainable and environmentally-friendly forestry is
available at www.pefc.de

Textiles and leather
• Synthetic ﬁbre – ﬂame-resistant material
• Pure wool – high sunlight and abrasion resistance
• Fulled fabric – homely, felt-like appearance
• Microﬁbre – highly abrasion resistant and easy to clean
• Semi-aniline leather – solid-coloured leather, surface pigment coating
• Aniline leather – high-quality solid-coloured leather with no surface
pigment coating

Warranty
We offer the following warranty on all products if used as intended:
• two-year full guarantee
• ﬁve-year spare-parts guarantee on wood and metal components

Certiﬁcations
MOIZI 6,7,11,17,23,24,29,33,34,35,40
Tested and recommended by the ‘Gesunder Rücken – besser leben e.V.’ forum and the
‘Bundesverband der deutschen Rückenschulen (BdR) e.V.’ For further information contact:
AGR e.V., Postfach 103, 27443 Selsingen, Germany. Tel. +49 (0)4284 9269 990,
www.agr-ev.de

Made in Germany

www.moizi.de

MOIZI Möbel GmbH
Warburger Straße 37
D-33034 Brakel

Tel +49(0)52 72.37 15-0
Fax +49(0)52 72.37 15-23
moebel@moizi.de

Your MOIZI dealer:

Made
Made in
in Germany
Germany

2013

